High frequency oscillations (HFOs) is a brain activity observed in electroencephalography (EEG) in frequency ranges between 80-500 Hz. HFOs can be classified into ripples and fast ripples (200-500 Hz) by their distinctive characteristics. Recent studies reported that both ripples and fast fipples can be regarded as a new biomarker of epileptogenesis and ictogenesis. Previous studies verified that HFOs are clinically important both in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy and neocortical epilepsy. Also, in epilepsy surgery, patients with higher resection ratio of brain regions with HFOs showed better outcome than a group with lower resection ratio. For clinical application of HFOs, it is important to delineate HFOs accurately and discriminate them from artifacts. There have been technical improvements in detecting HFOs by developing various detection algorithms. Still, there is a difficult issue on discriminating clinically important HFOs among detected HFOs, where both quantitative and subjective approaches are suggested. This paper is a review on published HFO studies focused on clinical findings and detection techniques of HFOs as well as tips for clinical applications. 
Introduction
High frequency oscillations (HFOs) have drawn attention as a new biomarker of epileptogenesis and ictogenesis during last two decades. This brain activity is observed in high frequency ranges between 80 Hz and 500 Hz. From traditional electroencephalography (EEG) monitoring view (generally less than 70 Hz), HFOs could not be observed visually in conventional scope because this is very small and fast oscillating phenomenon. Technical advances in recording system made it possible to acquire signals in improved temporal resolution and to explore on brain activities in higher frequency bands.
Historically, HFOs of 200 Hz was first observed in hippocampus in normal rat. 1 Their clinical importance was highlighted after fast ripples are recorded concentrically on epileptic tissues in mesial temporal lobe epilepsy of rat and humans. 2, 3 Afterwards HFOs in ripple range are reported to be clinically useful in localizing seizure onset zone (SOZ) in patients with neocortical epilepsy, 4 and recordable not only with microelectrodes but also with macroelectrodes. 5 Researches on its clinical utility by finding relevance with SOZ and surgical outcomes have been performed. [6] [7] [8] Fig. 1 is an example of HFO event from the left parahippocampal gyrus in an epilepsy patient. HFOs and its related studies have drastically increased in a recent decade. Recent HFO review papers cover different research subjects including recording methods, interactions with other brain rhythms, lesion type difference, influence of sleep cycle, pathological and physiological HFOs, correlation with epileptogenesis and ictogenesis, and its cellular mechanism. [9] [10] [11] In this review, we will look through published researches focused on clinical findings and HFO detection techniques with advices to consider in applications.
Clinical findings
Almost thirty percent of epilepsy patients are pharmacoresistent, and epilepsy surgery is an optional treatment for those patients with focal epilepsy. 12 Precise delineation and resection of epileptogenic zone is crucial in epilepsy surgery for a outcome of seizure freedom. 13 Conventionally intracranial EEG is an essential tool for finding SOZ which is the most important information for the localization of the epileptogenic zone. However, it is not easy to determine an exact epileptogenic zone. Previous resective surgeries based on conventional localization methods did not always ensure postoperative seizure the segments of wideband EEG that represent HFOs were detected using criteria described in methods and they were used in the power spectral cessation. 7, 13 Since HFOs have shown for its possibility as a new biomarker of epileptogenesis in animal studies, human clinical data were started to be investigated in early 2000s. Patients who had a temporal lobe epilepsy and undergone a long term invasive monitoring for a resective surgery were studied in early stage. 2, 3, [14] [15] [16] Neocortical epilepsy is more complex than mesial temporal lobe epilepsy for a surgery because SOZ is localized less clearly and its underlying pathology varies in patients. 4, 17 The early studies on neocortical epilepsy with subdural macroelectrodes found that HFOs are clinically useful in localizingthe ictal onset zone. 4, 6 The number of detected HFOs was fewer in neocortical areas compared to the number in mesial temporal areas. 6 However, HFOs were detected significantly higher in SOZ than non-SOZ in both mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
and neocortical epilepsy. 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] HFOs may or may not co-occur with epileptic spikes. 6, 22 It is reported that HFOs designate SOZ more specifically than interictal spikes. 6, 23 Contrary to interictal spikes, HFOs do not increase after seizures, but do so after medication reduction, similarly to seizures. This implies that spikes and HFOs have different pathophysiologic mechanisms and that HFOs are more tightly linked to seizures than spikes. 24 HFOs and spike show different evolutional phenomenon during interictal to ictal transition. Also, HFOs increased from interictal to preictal periods and spatially restricted; meanwhile, spikes were observed in different regions in interictal, preictal and ictal periods. 25 Researches on spasm and semiology found that there are close relations between HFOs and semiology. Fast wave bursts of HFOs and gamma were rapidly spreading when there were epileptic spasms in children. 26 In a patient with epileptic spasms, the patient's HFOs areas were included in resection and had seizure freedom afterwards. The ictal HFOs started before clinical spasm events so that authors suggested that HFOs seem to trigger spasms. 27 In patients with Jacksonian seizures, ictal HFOs were confined to focal regions whether conventional EEG spread widely in secondary generalized seizures. 28 As the disease severity increased, the higher rates of HFOs were observed. 24, 29 The relationship of HFOs and seizure activity was found in both intracranial and scalp EEG recordings. The antiepileptic drug reduction study using intracranial EEG suggested a correlation between seizure activity and increase of ripple and fast ripple was found in focal epilepsy. 24 In a scalp EEG study, pediatric patients were included: in West syndrome, gamma and ripple range (40-150 Hz) oscillations were reduced after adrenocorticotropic hormone treatment correspondingly as hypsarrhythmia subsided. 30 Another study on Rolandic epilepsy visually verified ripples on interictal spikes in children and found that patients having spikes with ripples on them is likely to have more seizures than patients having spikes without ripples, which means the severity of epilepsy syndrome can be checked by ripples on Rolandic spikes. 29 Patterns of HFOs were unchanged in different lesion types in a study which included patients with mesial temporal atrophy, focal cortical dysplasia (FCD), and nodular heterotopias. 31 However the HFO rates vary with different pathologies. A study found that more HFOs were detected per unit time in FCD, mesial temporal sclerosis, and nodular heterotopias than pathologies with atrophy, polymicrogyria, and tuberous sclerosis. 32 Especially in FCD cases, the HFO recording rates were the highest inside the lesion, lower in the peri-leisional and the lowest in remote non-lesional areas. A formerly published study with 22 FCD cases, which focused on comparing HFO rates between FCD type 1 and type 2, found higher HFO rates were observed in type 2 than in type 1. Patients with FCD type 2 had more seizures than those with type 1, so the relationship of epileptic activity and HFO rates could be deduced. 33 Regarding surgical outcome studies, patients with higher resection ratio of HFO regions showed better outcome than the group of lower resection ratio. 7, 17, 21, 34 In a case report of bilateral mesial temporal epilepsy, the resection of hippocampus in the side with higher HFO recording resulted in seizure cessation for one year. 35 Most of postsurgical follow-up studies were based on retrospective perspective, which resection margins were determined based on conventional methods. A Cochrane review by Gloss et al. 36 reported two prospective studies which included HFO-generating regions in the determination of resection margin with a postsurgical follow-up over 1 year. Those two studies analyzed ictal HFOs in ripple range recorded on subdural grid, strip and depth electrodes. 37, 38 The number of included patients was eleven without a control group, where Gloss et al. 36 reported an unreliable evidence to draw a conclusion for clinical utility. However, Höller et al. 39 supported a clinical significance of HFOs in a meta-analysis of 11 studies focusing on the relationship of HFOs and surgical outcome.
Detection of HFOs
Digital EEG recording systems enabled to transform EEG raw data into a discrete format. From this fact, it is important to consider Nyquist rate in determining recordable maximum frequency range in HFOs. According to Nyquist theorem, a sufficient sampling rate is more than twice of maximum upper bound of interested frequency band. This is for protecting original signal from distortion by an aliasing effect. 40 Preferably this value requires being at least three times higher than the maximum frequency of HFOs for a clinical data analysis. The maximum recordable frequency band can be determined depending on the equipment specification. The frequency band range and sampling rate range differ in each study group since EEG recordings were undergone with different equipments with different specifications. Researchers usually set the frequency range based on their research interest, for example, 2 kHz sampling rate for HFO studies of the frequency range of 80-500 Hz. 6, 8, 17, 21, 23, 32, 41 The first step to detect HFOs is filtering the signal of high fre-quency range from raw data by applying a digital band pass filter. This can be set by using a software function unit providing a high-pass filter. The finite impulse response (FIR) filter and the infinite impulse response (IIR) filter are widely used in HFOs researches. FIR is the mostly adopted filter for HFO researches 6, 19, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and its main advantages are free from phase distortion, intrinsically stable, and simply designable. 40 The IIR filter is also used in a few researches. 49, 50 It has its advantage of sharp cut-off and narrow transition width, 50 though it is uneasy to make a linear phase 40 and have a tendency of oscillating more after filtering compared to the FIR filter. 51 In a research with IIR filter, a forward-backward filtering technique was used to prevent a phase distortion. 52 The Butterworth filter is also used in studies of ictal high frequency activities or scalp HFOs.
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After a band-pass filtering of raw signals, data containing only high frequency components where low frequency components are eliminated would remain. There are two ictal studies using only high pass filter which sufficiently showed a clinical significance of HFOs. 35, 53 However, in many researches, especially interictal studies, further steps were applied to differentiate HFOs from artifacts and sharp waves. The criteria labeling HFOs, in general, is to select data epochs where at least three oscillations are outstanding from the background.
The detection methods could be manual, automatic, a combination of manual and automatic. First, a manual detection was performed by visually watching a computer monitor screen and by enlarging the time scale of band passed data. This method has been used in Montreal Neurology Institute (MNI) group and their collaborators and other researchers studying ictal HFOs. 6, 19, 25, 41, [54] [55] [56] They expanded the time scale of monitor screen as large as 250-530 mm/s or 0.8-7.5 s/page. 19, 25, 45, 54 The standard criteria for visual labeling of HFOs was more than four oscillations of which amplitudes stand out from the background in interictal periods, and rhythmic activities continuing at least 300 msec in ictal periods. 55, 56 The visual analysis has several advantages. It is useful in detecting HFOs with a baseline shift which were recorded especially in deep brain regions and is stable from HFO rate changes affected by a spike rate variability. 31 However, a drawback of visual analysis is time-consuming. 24 Most of studies with a visual analysis included data with limited time lengths: 3-15 minutes. 25, 32, 33, 41 Furthermore, the analysis could be subjective depending on evaluators which might lower the reliability of a study.
To make up for this problem, two reviewers marked events independently and computed Cohen's kappa coefficient to determine whether to accept the events. 23 Regardless a method to be applied, it would be more important clinically to designate brain areas where HFOs are concentrated. The advantage of an automatic detection method is that it is time-saving and adjustable in large size data. One thing to be reminded in applying an automatic approach is that some of detected results can include false HFOs affected by artifacts. Fig. 3 illustrates three types of false HFO detection by artifacts. False positive events have different morphological and spectral features from those of true HFOs seen in the Fig. 1 .
Representatively, a digital filter characteristic itself can affect the occurrence of false positive events especially when a narrow band filter is applied, which is also known as Gibbs' phenomena 64 For manual inspection, a time-frequency (TF) plot is generally used. It decomposes high frequency oscillations into time and frequency domains to enable a mapping of one-dimensional time domain signal into a two-dimensional time-frequency domain representation. 69 This method has been widely used in EEG researches and former gamma band studies. TF plots can show power or energy of HFOs in a form of distinguished blub just as Figs. 1, 2. There is no gold standard in implementing a method of TF plot. It varies depending on computation approaches in representing high resolution of time and frequency components. According to the theory, it is unattainable to get time and frequency component in high resolution all together. The increasing resolution of time will decrease resolution of frequency part, and the same phenomenon occurs in opposite way. 70 Previously published papers implemented Morlet wavelet, 8, 60, 71 Morse wavelet, 66, 72 Stockwell transform, 50, 61, 73 or matching pursuit algorithm. 74 This TF plot inspection process of verifying blobs traditionally required tedious human workload. However, this can be partly reduced by supervised classification technique. It trains detector using part of dataset HFOs were labeled manually. The test dataset is applied to trained detector to automatically separate true HFOs from false HFOs. Several researches developed TF plot classification techniques using machine learning technique such as support vector machine (SVM). 66 Automatic solutions for finding topographic character of TF plot were developed and applied by several groups. 50, 68 A research suggested wavelet convolution technique to distinguish HFOs ripples from false HFOs generated by sharp waves ringing effect, and where verification was performed by visual inspection. 68 Another research by Burnos et al. 50 parameterized transitory power spectrum from TF domain and used it to optimize their HFO detector. They optimized parameters using data of from a patient with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy and tested with five patients of different etiology, which stated to have result of reasonable accuracy. 50 The following study by Fedele et al. 61 performed on large dataset. They trained their detector parameters for TF domain with 14 patients, and tested it against 54 dataset. The data was intraoperative electrocorticography (ECoG) recordings which HFO events were previously marked by human visual inspection. This detector is the fully automated unsupervised detector and has shown a possibility to substitute human experts as it displayed parallel performance. Those detectors were optimized for data recorded from one medical center, so further variety in dataset will ensure the reliability.
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Meanwhile, in a research, automatically detected HFOs (including ripples by sharp wave ringing effect) and resection of the detected region sufficiently showed favorable outcome. 75 Considering sharp waves are mostly epileptic spikes indicating epileptogenicity, the authors claimed it is might be needless to sort out false HFOs (just as inspecting TF plot) in clinical use. The other method to differentiate false HFOs from true HFOs is to extract features from recorded signals. Machine learning studies extracted features of each candidate HFO events so that quantified information of frequency contents and waveform morphology could be analyzed. Both supervised 67 and unsupervised 65, 76 classification underwent in machine learning approach. 65, 67, 76 In studies using artificial neural network, features of LL of amplitude, power and frequency were extracted from filtered signals. 42, 57 The limitation of the automatic detectors studies is that these developed detectors were optimized for small dataset with limited diversity in epilepsy syndromes. Blanco et al. 76 group applied their detector against nine neocortical epilepsy patients and two control patients. Burnos et al. 50 optimized parameters using one patient's data and tested with five patients. The study by Fedele et al. 61 performed on large dataset that trained their detector parameters in TF domain from 14 patients, and applied to 54 dataset (including patients in training session with different dataset). This detector showed possibility to substitute human expert by displaying parallel performance. Likewise, the neural network study group applied three patients for training and eight patients data were used for detector evaluation.
It is recommendable to apply large dataset in the future researches because small dataset might cause overfitting problem, which is optimized for certain feature of given data and might to fail to predict future detection reliably. It would be meaningful for following studies to apply fully automated detector to diverse dataset characters (recording methods, recording devices, patient etiologies and etc.) with different hospitals to make a detector with general performance.
Although postsurgical outcomes results were not presented in studies above and performance are needs to be verified by human inspectors, automatic detectors are worth to be implemented. Höller et al., 39 mentioned in their meta-analysis that automatic detectors reasonably perform as good as visual detection.
HFOs for clinical use
It is essential to calculate HFOs for each patient because inter-individual variability of HFOs presents, and the HFOs features also vary enormously between pre-and post-ictal period in different patients. Statistics-based patient-oriented research is the way further researches should go forward. However, their use in presurgical evaluation will require a quantification in an individual patient due to variability in the properties of HFOs, and differences in spatial sampling and recording electrodes among different patients. While this methodology still needs to be developed, it is likely that any patient-based quantitative approach will need to consider the type of HFO, and possibly anatomical location, and use a statistically-derived threshold to identify significant HFO-generating sites. One retrospective study ) involving surgical pediatric patients used an approach that calculated rates of ripple-and fast ripple-frequency HFOs in combination with histogram and bootstrapping analysis to define a threshold to identify high-rate HFO sites. 64 In addition to an important result that found more complete resection of high-rate fast ripple-frequency HFO sites was associated with better surgical outcome, the novel patient-oriented HFO quantification used in this study could be appropriate for prospective studies of HFOs in presurgical evaluation. Then how to select clinically significant HFO sites? Do we need to consider all channels with HFOs although even only small amount of HFO were observed in some channels? Or do we need to count channels which HFO occurrence rate is above a certain level? Previous studies reported that resection of HFO channels above a predefined threshold showed better surgery outcome. In order to delineate putative EZ precisely with the detected HFO, researchers have chosen either quantitative or subjective way to solve this issue. Quantitative methods can be divided into two approaches in general.
One way is to sort channels according to HFO rates and select only high-rate HFO channels based on a predefined threshold. Studies investigated in an interictal period adapted this method. 73 which defined threshold for channels with the highest rate of R co-occurring with FR. They set the threshold for high rate HFO surpassed 95% of the rate distribution. 73 A previous study by the same author on in-traoperative ECoG determined a HFO rate threshold of 1 event/min, from clinical basis, describing it as a threshold that best predicting for surgical outcome. 61 In all above studies, intracranial EEG was recorded with subdural macroelectrodes and selected analyzing data from non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. Whole duration of analyzed data was 20-30 minutes per patient, except one research studied on 1 minute intraoperative ECoG recording. 61 All channels were treated independently for the rate computation. Seizure free was the standard of defining favorable outcome after surgery except one study analyzed correlation between HFO rates and outcome in regression manner. 28 There is no clear evidence yet which method is the best solution for determining a precise surgical margin. Burnos et al. 50 applied a half maximum threshold, where they also tried Kittler's method to their data and identified both methods had similar sensitivity and specificity. Eventhough a gold standard in the study was SOZ, not a surgical outcome, it suggests different thresholding methods can result in a similar output. Another way of quantitative delineation of HFOs channels is to calculate increased HFO element (amplitude or power) values by comparison with predefined baselines. The channels with HFO events exceeding a threshold value were regarded as qualified HFOs channels. This approach was adapted in studies which investigated period of interictal to ictal transition or in brain stimulation as summarized in Table 2 . Akiyama et al. 28 calculated amplitude in each independent channel to find channels more than 50% of amplitudes increased at the onset part of ictal period compared to interical baseline in each R and FR band. Khosravani et al. 44 also computed the relative power ratio between preictal (baseline) and postictal where negative ratio value means significant preictal HFO increase. Those two studies calculated a baseline from interictal or peri-ictal period in channel-wise. Other studies used different approaches other than a channel-wise estimation: Modur et al. 79 and Leung et al. 80 selected only the channels contained power above the median power of all channels. Modur et al. 79 analyzed ictal HFO from the immediate before ictal onset point to few time after electrical seizure, and Leung et al. 80 analyzed electrical brain stimulation session where they examined increased discharges or seizures after stimulation. All studies in Table 2 concluded a resection of designated HFO followed by favorable outcome, where two studies included disabling seizure status in favorable outcome. Similar to the studies above, van 't Klooster et al. 71 used event-related spectral perturbation (ERSP) method to analyze increased power after single pulse brain stimulation. The events representing significant power increase after subtracting the baseline in TF plot were counted as effective one, and they found fast ripples have correlation with resection margin. Even partly engaged in manual process in inspecting TF plot, they quantitatively computed baseline from bootstrapping method by averaging power of the randomly selected epochs among pre-stimulation period. Quantitative thresholding techniques on HFOs seem to be efficient to determine epileptogenic zone. Each study included patients in different number (2-54) with different pathologies as described in Tables 1, 2 . One study collected patients with identical pathology (tuberous sclerosis complex), whether others included various pathologies to broadly analyze the correlation of thresholded HFO region and surgical outcome. Even it was reported that HFOs represent EZ regardless of underlying pathologies, 7 later published study claimed that HFO rates are detected in different quantity by different lesion type. Rates were significantly higher in FCD, mesial temporal sclerosis, and nodular heterotopia than in atrophy, polymicrogyria, and tuberous sclerosis. 32 Therefore, researchers need to pay attention to apply a thresholding method. In case of a patient who has mixture of two or more pathologies, only the lesion site with a lot of HFOs detected can be ranked in high rate HFOs. Data of all studies above was recorded with subdural grid, strip and depth electrodes, except two studies by Akiyama et al. 28, 34 inserted only grid electrodes. Using mixture of grids and depth electrodes in recording EEG might affect in counting HFO rate. As a previous review literature mentioned, different electrode sizes influence recording properties and subdural grids tend to be vulnerable to noise signals than depth electrodes. 11 There could be possibility that channels with depth electrode capture more HFOs and result in high rate HFOs. All literatures above tried to sort out HFO regions clinically significant, but only one study among them reflected the thresholding to epilepsy surgery. The study by Modur et al. 79 selected a putative surgical region from continuously evolving ictal HFO channels above median power of all channels, during the first 2 second of ictal onset and the region of 1 cm around SOZ. The more prospective studies would give us an exact view on clinical use of HFOs.
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Unsolved Issues and Current Limitations
One of the unsolved issues is to differentiate physiologic and pathologic HFOs. Early findings reported that ripples tend to repre-sent physiological phenomenon, whereas fast ripples represent pathologic event so regarded more as an epileptic marker. 2, 14, 15 Ripple range has been reported to be associated with memory consolidation 1, 81 and observed in primary motor cortex. 82 However, pathologic ripples also reported to be generated in neocortical cortex, 6 and several researches revealed that resected brain areas with ripple have correlation with favorable outcome. 17, 78 Studies reported that fast ripples can accompany cognitive processes and are spontaneously generated by eloquent brain areas in humans. 74, [83] [84] [85] Therefore, we can conclude that ripples and fast ripples may display both physiologic and pathologic aspects. Some researchers differentiated pathologic HFOs from physiologic HFOs by a wave morphology. One study visually verified waveform and suggested that high rate ripples and fast ripples on flat background activity and its resection was correlated with seizure freedom, whereas high rate ripples in constantly oscillating background was not significantly related to surgical outcome. 86 Another study automatically classified HFOs using SVM, and they found pathologic HFOs tend to have higher spectral amplitudes, longer mean durations, and lower mean frequency than physiologic HFOs. 59 There is a literature investigated sleep cycle to characterize two types of HFOs. The pathological HFO rates decrease during NREM sleep, whether the physiological HFO rates increase during REM sleep. 87 The authors concluded that analysis on the first sleep cycle is the best for HFO study. It is important to label pathologic HFOs yet the clinical application and decision should be performed discreetly. Currently there are more than hundred HFO research articles published but there is lack of consistency in definitions, recording device, electrodes types, detection methods, patients' clinical backgrounds. For instance, the frequency ranges subtly differ to research groups: boundary between R and FR sometimes set to 200 or 250 Hz, lower R bound set from 60 to100 Hz, and upper FR range stretch to 600 Hz or more. Therefore, it is required to clarify the recording specifications and detection process and criteria labeling HFOs, and patient's clinical details for future research outputs. Recent meta-analysis document suggested a guideline for future publications, 39 and it is recommended for researchers to reference it for future publication. Future works can include developing fully automated software to reliably detect pathological HFOs. This will be realizable based on dataset sharing between research institutions, develop effective algorithms, and find adaptive parameters by training and testing with different data properties and various patient information.
